
manual for assembly
and operation of the
RollerReefingBoom
ACMO EasyRoll®



MOUNTING THE ROLLERREEFINGBOOM

First remove the old goosneck

Bend the inox gooseneck plates exactly in the form
of the mast where the old gooseneck was mounted.
You can make a mould of carton by cutting it in
the form with scissors, then bending the inox
plate with the help of a bench-vice.

Mount the inox plates on the mast on the same
place where the gooseneck was first attached. Use
therefore the supplied rivets
(use  a drill of 6.5 mm). The
distance between the both

plates must be 60 mm.

Put on the endless rollerreefingline with the 3-disk-block around
the selftailing head at the front of the
rollerreefingboom.

Put the ball-head of the gooseneck at the
frontside of the boom in between the two plates
and mount the 8 mm bolt. Secure the bolt with the
nut.
For easy mounting you can hang the boom on the
right height by means of the boom topping-lift so
that it is almost horizontal

Attach the 3-disk-block perpendicular underneath the
selftailing head of the boom at the back-side of the mast
foot.

Mount the clamcleats for holding the endless
rollerrefingline (also for the boomvang-rope) on the
desired place.





MOUNTING THE MAST PROFILE

Roll up the plastic profile exactly contrary to the way it was
rolled up when delivered, so that the profile becomes straight by
itself when rolled out on the floor.

Small bendings can be eliminated by bending
that particular spot further by hand (the
halyard-tension will straigthen the profile
completely).

Attach the sliders to the drilled holes in the plastic profile by
means of the delivered plastic screw-on shackles.

The upper hole stays free for
attaching       the flag-line.

Hoist the profile by means of a flag-line in the
top. Use therefore the upper-hole in the plastic
profile.

Put the sliders again in the
masttrack when hoisting the
profile.

The downside of the profile with
the inox inlet must end at 10 cm
above backside of the selftailing
disk of the boom.

Attach the plastic distance-holder to the
profile by means of the delivered 4 mm bolts and
selfsecuring nuts.

The inox profile inlet must be perpendicular
above the backside of the selftailing disk of



the boom.Now you mount the plastic distance-holder on the masttrack
by means of the delivered 4 screws.


